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1. The well-known theorem that the Riemann zeta function does not 
satisfy any algebraic differential equation is due to Hilbert. From a 
theorem of Ostrowski it follows almost immediately that more generally 
the zeta function of any algebraic numberfield of finite degree has the 
same property. Since apparently there exists no proof of this latter 
theorem in the literature, I give a short deduction of this result at the 
end of this paper. However, the main object here is to generalize Hilbert's 
theorem into a somewhat different direction by considering Riemann's 
function and zeta functions of several quadratic numberfields simul-
taneously. 
The method used here is quite simple and has been used earlier by 
myself in connection with a related problem of Hilbert, contained in his 
famous series of 1900 (HILBERT [2], p. 320). It requests to prove that the 
function 
00 
C(x,s) = 1 xn n-s 
n=l 
cannot satisfy an algebraic partial differential equation. This problem 
has been solved by MoRDUCHAI-BOLTOVSKOY [3, 4] in 1914 and inde-
pendently by OsTROWSKI [5] in 1920, who treated also many more 
problems of the same kind. 
Using Ostrowski's method A. G. PosTNIKOV [8] proved in 1956 that 
the q;(m) L-functions 
00 
L(x, s, xp) = 1 xp(n)xnn-B (p,= 1, 2, ... , q;(m)) 
n=l 
and all their partial derivatives are algebraically independent. Here the 
z,.(n) stand for the characters mod m. In a recent note [7] the author 
generalized this result slightly. The main point in this note, however, is 
that my starting point is different. There I showed that Postnikov's 
result easily follows from the following simple arithmetical theorem : 
Lemma: Let f .. (n) (-r= 1, 2, ... , t) be arithmetical functions with their 
nlues in q. Let these functions be algebraically dependent over q in the 
1 Series A 
2 
sense of the convolution theory of arithmetical functions 1). Then there 
exist complex numbers A, ('r= I, 2, ... , t), not all zero, such that the linear 
relation 
holds for all primes p except perhaps for finitely many. 
This is a special case of a theorem proved in an earlier paper [6], 
Theorem 2, p. I61. Here the same lemma will be used in a similar manner 
to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem: Let Co(s) =C(s) denote the Riemann function, further C,(s) 
('r= I, 2, ... , t) zeta functions of quadratic numberfields with discriminants 
d., respectively. The d, are not entirely free but are subject to the condition 
that for non-negative integers u1, u2, ... , Ut the integer 
d1u1d2u• ..• dtut 
is a square if and only if all exponents u1, U2, ... , Ut are even. Then any 
finite number of different functions taken from the set 
(I) {C,C-'l(s + c)f'r= 0, I, ... , t; A.= 0, I, ... ; c ranging through ll.} 
are algebraically independent over the ring of polynomials Q[s]. 
2. Proof of the theorem. It is sufficient to show that the functions 
in (I) are algebraically independent over Q; for, by a lemma of OsTROWSKI 
[5], p. 246: If functions of the form (I) satisfy an algebraic relation over 
Q[s], then they also satisfy an algebraic relation in which s does not occur 
explicitly. 
Let c1 > c2 > ... > Ck be a decreasing sequence of real numbers. Let us 
assume that the functions in the set 
(2) {C,.I-'l(s+c,.)f'r=O, ... , t; "=I, 2, ... , k; A.=O, I, ... , l} 
are algebraically dependent over (1. We shall show that this assumption 
leads to a contradiction and in this way we shall prove that the assertion 
of our theorem is correct. 
We use the well-known formula 2) 
(3) (-r= I, 2, ... , t), 
where, for Re s> I, 
00 
L.(s)= II (I-x,(p)p-8)-1= ~ x.(n)n-s; 
v n=l 
1 ) This means that for any pair of arithmetical functions (/1, Is) the ordinary 
product /l(n) · /2(n) should be replaced by the convolution product 
(/1 * /2)(n) = 2,am/l(d)/2(nfd). 
2) Compare e.g .. HEeKE [1], p. 198. 
3 
in which x~(n) = ( ~) denotes the Kronecker symbol. From (3) and from 
our assumption that the functions in (2) are algebraically dependent it 
follows easily that also the functions in the set 
{C(.:t>(s+c,.), L.,(.:t>(s+c,.)f-r= I, 2, ... , t; u= I, 2, ... , k; ..1.=0, I, ... , l} 
are algebraically dependent over Q. The Dirichlet series for these functions 
00 
c<A>(s+c,.)= ~ (-log n)An-cxn-s, 
n=l 
00 
L,.<A>(s+c,.)= ~ (-log n)An-cxz.,(n)n-s 
n=l 
converge absolutely for Re s> I+ max jc,.j. Therefore these series, con-
" 
sidered in a purely formal way, are also algebraically dependent over Q. 
This means that the arithmetical functions generated by these series, 
namely: 
7:= I, 2, ... , t; U= I, 2, ... , k; ..1.=0, I, ... , l} 
are algebraically dependent in the sense of our lemma. Applying this 
lemma we find that there exist complex numbers A.,,..a, not all zero, such 
that 
(4) ~ . .aA0,..a(- log p)Ap-cx+ ~ ...... .aA.,,..a(- log p)Ap-c•%(P) = 0 
for all but finitely many primes p. 
Consider the k(l +I) vectors in Qt+l: 
(A0,..a, A1,..a, ... , A 1,..a) U= I, 2, ... , k; ..1.=0, I, ... , l. 
Discard the vectors with all components zero. Select under the remaining 
vectors those with maximal "• so that - c,. takes its maximal value c. 
Under these take the vector with ,maximal A.= A.0• Denote the resulting 
vector by (Ao, A1, ... ,At). Then, if p-+ oo, the equality (4) can be written 
in the form 
This clearly implies 
(5) Ao+AlXl(p)+ ... +AtXt(P)=O 
for sufficiently large p. 
Now we use the condition that d1u1d2u• ... d 1ut is a square if and only 
if all exponents u1, u2, ..• , Ut are even. Let 81, 82, .•. , 8t be values taken 
4 
from ± I in an arbitrarily chosen way. Then by a classical theorem 3) 
there exists an infinity of primes p, such that simultaneously 
Xl(P) = (;) = 81, X2(P) = (;) = 82, ... , Xt(P) = (;) = 8t. 
By taking 81=82= ... =8t=I we find from (5) 
Ao+A1 +A2+ ... +At=O, 
and by taking 81= -I, 82= ... =8t=I we find 
Ao-Al +Aa+ ... +At=O, 
so that A1 =0. Similarly we prove A 2=0, ... , At=O and finally Ao=O. 
This gives us the desired contradiction since not all components in 
(Ao, A1, ... ,At) can be zero. 
3. Finally we prove the assertion mentioned in the beginning of this 
paper. We even show more by proving that the zeta function CF(s) of 
an arbitrary algebraic numberfield F of finite degree g cannot satisfy an 
algebraic differential-difference equation. To this end we use the following 
theorem of OSTROWSKI (5], p. 242: 
"Let c1 < c2 < ... < c~e denote real numbers. Let the Dirichlet series 
with complex coefficients an converge in some half-plane and represent 
there a holomorphic function y(s). If y(s) satisfies a non-trivial algebraic 
differential-difference equation 
P(s, ... , y<4>(s+c,.), ... )=0 (A.=O, I, ... , l; x=I, 2, ... , k)4), 
then an= 0 for all n except perhaps for the n of the form 
where {p1, p2, ... , Pr} is a finite set of fixed primes." 
Now 
00 
(6) CF(s)= I f(n)n-8 , 
n-1 
where f(n} denotes the number of ideals in F with norm equal ton. Let 
p be an arbitrary prime, P a prime ideal dividing p. Then NP=pf, where 
f E {I, 2, ... , g}. Therefore for any p at least one of the coefficients 
f(p}, f(p2), ••• , f(p9) in (6) does not vanish. Hence, Ostrowski's theorem 
gives immediately the desired result. 
3) Compare e.g. HEeKE [1], p. 199. 
4) Here P denotes a polynomial over Q in its arguments. 
5 
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